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(e) Lead Time

NHTSA proposed in the NPRM a lead
time of 2 years following the first
September 1 after publication of a final
rule, i.e., a lead time of 2–3 years. Six
comments were received on this
proposal. AAMA stated that more lead
time and an appropriate phase-in period
would be necessary to allow the time to
evaluate and make necessary changes.
Nissan and Mazda urged an effective
date of 3 and 4 years, respectively, after
the issuance of the final rule to allow for
revisions, possibly extensive, of
function and styling of body structures.
Ford commented that it could not meet
the proposed date because of the testing
necessary to determine what changes
would be needed, and suggested a
phase-in period starting with model
year 1998. VW stated that it could meet
the proposed 2-year lead time if NHTSA
adopted the substantive suggestions in
their comments. Advocates commented
that the proposed effective date was
reasonable.

The agency continues to believe that
most of the latches and hinges currently
installed in back doors would meet the
requirements of this final rule with little
or no design changes, as discussed
above. Manufacturers did not provide
an analysis of why they could not
comply with the proposed lead time.
They only requested generally more
time, without explaining why more time
was necessary. Therefore, in the absence
of data to the contrary, the agency
considers September 1, 1997 to be
sufficient lead time to meet the new
requirements.

(f) Definitions

AAMA, Toyota, Nissan, and
Mitsubishi commented that the
proposed definition of ‘‘back door’’ is
not clear because it neither
distinguishes between doors and cargo
compartment covers such as trunk lids
of passenger cars, nor between doors
and hinged windows. AAMA also stated
that latch ‘‘face’’ needs to be defined to
facilitate identification of the surface to
which the test load must be parallel or
perpendicular. AAMA also said that
while door latches typically have planar
(flat 2-dimensional characteristic)
mounting surfaces, some designs may
have mounting surfaces which are not
planar or which are multi-planar.
Toyota and Nissan stated that ‘‘hinge
face plate’’ needs to be defined, Toyota
suggesting that it should be defined as
the mounting side of the hinge on the
body of the vehicle.

The agency has decided, in response
to these comments, to modify the
definition of ‘‘back door’’ so that it

clearly excludes trunk lids on passenger
cars. The agency does not, however,
adopt Toyota’s and Nissan’s suggestions
to define ‘‘latch face’’ and ‘‘hinge face
plate’’ since SAE J839 and SAE J934
provide detailed drawings showing how
to mount the component on the test
fixture and how and where to apply the
required test loads.

(g) Belt Use

AAMA, Mazda, and Rockwell referred
to NHTSA’s 1990 denial of the IIHS
petition, commenting that the situation
has not changed that much since then,
and that the agency’s current analysis
still has not shown that upgrading latch
and hinge performance will reduce back
door ejections. IIHS expressed approval
that NHTSA is conducting this
rulemaking at this time.

The commenters are correct that seat
belts are effective in preventing
ejections. However, as explained above,
more than 95 percent of the back door
ejections are passengers who were
unbelted at the time of the crash. Since
NHTSA’s data show that fatalities from
back door ejections have increased from
an estimated 93 to 130 in the time
period 1982–1988 to an estimated 147
in the time period 1988 to 1992, finding
innovative ways to encourage seat belt
use, as suggested by Mazda, is not by
itself sufficient to address the problem
of unbelted occupants. Thus, the agency
believes that the significant increase in
fatalities through back door ejections
now justifies rulemaking action to
upgrade the performance requirements
of back door latches, hinges, and locks.

IV. Cost/Benefit Analysis

(a) Projected Vehicle Fleet

According to 1992 data available to
NHTSA, 20 percent of passenger cars
were hatchbacks and station wagons,
while approximately 54 percent of all
light trucks and vans (LTVs) were sport
utility vehicles and passenger vans.
Also, based on available data, the
agency estimates that approximately 9.4
million passenger cars and 6.2 million
LTVs will be sold in 1997. Applying the
1992 percentages to those figures,
NHTSA estimates that of the 15.6
million vehicles predicted to be sold in
1997, approximately 5.2 million will be
equipped with back doors, compared to
4.2 million in 1992. This represents an
estimated 24 percent increase in the
number of model year 1997 vehicles
potentially affected by this rule
compared to the number of model year
1992 vehicles that could have been so
affected.

Similarly, the total vehicle population
has increased since 1990 and is

expected to continue to increase in the
future. While the passenger car fleet has
held relatively steady since 1990, the
LTV fleet has increased by 17 percent.
Assuming the continuation of those
trends, NHTSA estimates a total vehicle
fleet of approximately 194 million
passenger cars and LTVs in the 1998–
1999 period, up from a total vehicle
fleet of 181.5 million in 1992. This
represents an increase of about 7
percent. Assuming a similar increase in
the target vehicle population, the agency
estimates that in 1998 and beyond there
will be approximately 160 fatalities and
200 serious injuries annually resulting
from back door ejections.

(b) Costs and Potential Benefits

(1) Agency Analysis of Cost Data
As discussed above in section I(c)(6)

regarding the costs and benefits of the
proposal, NHTSA tested the back door
latches of eight 1993 model year
minivans for compliance with the
current requirements of Standard No.
206 for the fully latched position. Two
failed the longitudinal load test
(equivalent to proposed Load Test One)
and 1 failed the transverse load test
(equivalent to Load Test Two), while the
remaining latches complied with the
standard’s current requirements. The 3
failing latches had the highest, second
highest and second lowest purchase
prices. The lowest price latch gave a
performance superior to the others and
included both the fully latched and the
secondary latched positions. In
addition, the agency conducted a cost/
weight study using 2 minivan latches
that had the lowest and the second
lowest prices among the 8 latches
tested. The results showed that the
estimated production cost for those 2
latches was less than $4.00, which is
less than 15 percent of the consumer
replacement cost charged by dealers. All
latches, except the one that failed the
Load Test Two requirement, had
secondary latched positions. That latch
has since been modified. The 1995
model year latch complies with all three
load tests.

The agency also conducted latch tests
on 12 different model year 1995
vehicles, using Load Tests One, Two,
and Three. A total of 6 tests were
conducted, composed of Load Test One
in the fully and secondary latched
positions; Load Test Two in the fully
and secondary latched positions; and
Load Test Three in the left and right
loading directions. The test vehicles
included 5 hatchbacks, 2 station
wagons, and 5 MPVs. The 5 hatchbacks
and 1 MPV did not have the secondary
latched position. Among the 5


